
Please share a summary highlighting your biggest, most memorable 
deals that you were involved in/completed in 2021. 

Rocket Pointe Apartments Transaction – Durango, CO

We represented NE Development in the sale of Rocket Pointe, a 
194-unit multifamily property in Durango. Completed in 2019 
and offering best-in-class finishes and amenities, the property 
fully participated in the Durango market’s 43% year-over-
year rent growth and presented the opportunity to acquire a 
premier asset in a flourishing community with plenty of upside. 
Immediately upon launching our marketing campaign, we saw 
extraordinary interest from a multitude of capital sources 
seeking yield in tertiary or alternative markets.  We ultimately 
awarded Rocket Pointe to an established 30-plus year owner 
and operator looking to expand into a prestigious, supply-
constrained market with a strong fundamental story. 

Springs Two Portfolio Transaction – Colorado Springs, CO 

We executed on the sale and new financing of a two-asset 
portfolio in Colorado Springs – Fillmore Ridge (108 units) & 
Fireside Apartments (114 units). This past year was a pivotal 
for Colorado Springs, with parabolic rent growth exceeding 17% 
year-over-year, alongside an average vacancy rate of 4.6%. 
Owned by Blueline Equity Partners, the assets’ performance 
demonstrated the momentum of Colorado Springs and traded 
to Clear Capital at a record-setting price per square-foot 
watermark. With the bulk of the units unrenovated, Clear 
Capital is well-positioned to implement in-unit and community 
enhancements concurrent with the economic expansion 
currently underway in Colorado Springs.

Describe the overall performance/state of your submarket for 2021  

Following a year of depressed activity levels due to COVID-19, 
multifamily transaction volume in Colorado returned to record-

setting levels, as a plethora of capital sought out security and 
stability in the multifamily asset class. Pent-up investor demand 
further accumulated as the rebound coincided with capital 
relocating from other markets in favor of Colorado’s multifamily 
fundamentals, resilience, and landlord friendly regulations. 
Fueled by net-migration and job growth, Colorado’s economy 
resumed expansion and the rental housing market continued to 
post exceptional absorption and rent growth figures across the 
board. Cap rates compressed accordingly, to an even greater 
degree in Colorado’s secondary markets (where a delta above 
Denver was historically present) as investors broadened their 
geographical criteria in pursuit of yield. 

While investor appetite remained persistent for suburban 
product featuring larger unit sizes, downtown Denver regained 
momentum as evidenced by the significant interest our team 
observed while marketing two downtown Denver assets – Park 
17 & The Amaranth. Overall, Colorado remained a target market 
for real estate investment firms as infrastructure & lifestyle 
drove demand beyond supply, further solidifying the state’s 
remarkable multifamily fundamentals.

What are your predictions for your submarket for 2022?  

In 2022, we anticipate the performance of Colorado’s economy 
and multifamily market to maintain momentum and further 
build upon the strength demonstrated in years prior. As an in-
demand live-work-play destination, Colorado will benefit from 
employers adopting permanent work-from-home schedules, 
while also attracting companies looking to tap into a highly 
educated workforce at an affordable price point in comparison 
to coastal markets. Newly established renter preferences such 
as larger floorplans in lower density locations will continue to 
thrive. At the same time however, as downtown Denver returns 
to normal, demand for high-density living in trendy, urban 
locations will follow. This polarization in renter preferences 
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will restore the “barbell effect” we observed taking shape prior 
to the pandemic in 2019. 

In addition, we expect a strong influx of new renters enter 
the market in 2022. During the pandemic, many would-be 
renters of the Gen Z generation opted to live with their parents, 
temporarily halting household formations. This trend began 
reversal in 2021, as the younger generation secured competitive 
salaries in a tight labor market and resumed forming new 
households. Therefore, we anticipate a healthy rebound of new 
renters to further drive demand and alter renter preferences. As 
Colorado’s renter pool continues to grow and evolve, developers 
will consequently upgrade community amenity packages and 
in-unit features with the next generation of renters in mind.  

What is going to be the biggest commercial real estate story for the 
Denver area in 2022?  

The biggest commercial real estate story for metro Denver in 
2022 will be the evolution of the single-family rental space. 
The niche product type has garnered significant attention 
nationally and numerous top investment firms have allocated 
capital specifically in pursuit of this rapidly accelerating 
trend. The single-family rental market is driven by a variety 
of factors – including renter preferences, rent growth, home 
appreciation, and job growth. Colorado has been a leader at 
the forefront of growth within each of the aforementioned 
areas, and existing SFR product has commanded some of the 
highest per unit rents in the state. As a result, cap rates on SFR 
product have detached from actual home valuations - meaning 
portfolios or communities of SFR units are valued higher than 
what the individual homes would achieve in the for-sale retail 
market. With the demand proven and a premium over for-sale 
being achieved, we forecast an increase in developers bringing 
communities of newly built, single-family homes directly to 
the market as rentals.

How did 2021 challenge or change you? 

It was an exciting year to be in the multifamily industry in 
2021. Bringing our expertise from leading institutional shops 
- our team formed a very active, efficient, and hard-hitting 
investment sales platform covering every corner of Colorado’s 
multifamily market.

What do you hope to accomplish within the next year?   

In 2022, we aim to continue strengthening our team’s presence 
in the market and look forward to exceeding expectations on 
all fronts.   

Looking back, what would you pick as your 2021 theme song?   

‘Can’t Stop’ by Red Hot Chili Peppers

Finish the following sentences:  

I work best when… I’m in person, collaborating with our team 
to execute on clearly defined objectives.

Nobody likes a… Poor sport. Modestly appreciating the wins 
on some days and learning from losses on others is key to 
longevity in this industry. 

I simply can’t resist… Ben & Jerry’s Tonight Dough.  

When I’m ready to unwind I… enjoy the outdoors, whether 
it’s a quick jog on the Cherry Creek Trail or a weekend in the 
mountains.

People think I look like… not sure anymore, but when I was 
younger, Fred Jones from Scooby Doo was a go-to Halloween 
costume.    


